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This manual is the second in a senes of publications de­
voted to 4-H opportunities in forestry. Members should 
complete the introductory unit, "Let's Know Our Trees and 
Woods," before undertaking this unit. 
A variety of planting projects is available, whether you 
live in town or on the farm. Trees planted for any of the fol­
lowing purposes will qualify: Christmas trees, wood products, 
shelter for wildlife, farmstead windbreaks and field shelter­
belts, control of soil erosion by water, and growing planting 
stock in garden nurseries to be used later for windbreaks or 
shade trees. 
The material in this manual was prepared by W. F. Bulk­
ley, associate extension forester, University of Illinois. Many 
helpful suggestions were given by G. W. Stone, state 4-H staff, 
L. B. Culver, extension forester, and R. W. Lorenz, professor 
of forestry, all of the University of Illinois. 
The photograph on the cover shows a group of girls re­
ceiving pointers from their leader on how to plant trees. They 
are cooperating to start a forest that will beautify their camp 
and grow useful tree crops. 
Urbana, Illinois June, 1962 
Cooperative Extension Work in Agriculture and Home Economics: University of Illinois, 
College of Agriculture, and the United States Department of Agriculture cooperating. 
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Schedule for Completing the Unit 
WHAT TO DO WHEN TO DO IT 
First - Enroll with your 4-H Club September through 
leader. Decide on project December - before 
with the help of your January 1. 
parents and leader. 
Second - Prepare plan for your September through 
planting. Put details on January. 
map in space provided in 
4-H record sheets. 
Third - Order trees from a nursery. October through January. 
Purchase enough trees to 
plant the area you have 
planned. Minimum number of 
Project trees to plant 
Forest planting 500 
Farmstead or home windbreak 50 
Field shelterbelt 100 
Garden nursery - for windbreak stock 50 
Garden nursery - for shade-tree stock 25 
Fourth - Prepare the area for January through March. 
planting. Remove or kill 
weed trees, put up fence to 
keep out livestock, and do 
other jobs according to the 
plan you made. 
Fifth - Plant trees. March or April. 
Sixth - Determine the number of Late August. 
living trees. Enter this 
figure in 4-H record sheet. 
Seventh - Complete project records August. 
and give them to your 
leader. Enter contests for 
county winners in 4-H 
forestry project. 
(continued on next page) 
ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES 
Accompany your club, county May through August. 
group, or your parents and leader to a 
tree nursery, a local Christmas-tree 
plantation, a forest plantation, or a 
windbreak that has been growing 
several years. Such tours will help you 
realize the advantages of planting 
trees while you are young. 
Suggested nurseries: 
Central Illinois - Mason State Tree Nursery, Topeka (near 
Havana) . 
Southern Illinois - Union State Tree Nursery, Jonesboro. 
Northeastern Illinois - Several large commercial nurseries located 
in counties surrounding Chicago. 
Entire state - Commercial nurseries in your county or nearby 
counties. 
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MORE TREES ARE NEEDED NOW THAN EVER BEFORE to protect home yards and farms, beautify surroundings, and provide use­
ful products. By selecting one of the projects in this unit, you can 
enjoy the great benefits of trees while you are young. The trees that 
you plant will grow as you grow, and provide you with protection, 
beauty, and products that you will prize later in life. 
DECIDE ON THE KIND OF PLANTING 
Talk over your ideas for a tree-planting project with your parents 
and 4-H leader. Find out where your interests lie. Your final decision 
will depend upon the land you have available and what your parents 
believe would be best for you to plant. Ask yourself these questions: 
Do I want to improve the appearance of my yard, farmstead, or 
farm? Then consider a windbreak, a field shelterbelt, or an erosion­
control planting to cover up and heal unsightly gullies and areas 
from which soil has been washed or blown away. Tree plantings are 
particularly useful to beautify land surrounding ponds. 
Am I interested in a tree crop that would grow quickly for an 
early income? Growing windbreak and shade trees can be an easy 
job, whether you live in town or on the farm with only a small 
amount of land available. You can grow trees for sale or for trans­
planting later to your yard. You might want to consider growing 
Christmas trees. 
Would I like to provide protection from the winds for my home, 
my family, livestock, wildlife, field crops, and soil? Then consider 
a field shelterbelt or a farmstead windbreak located near the build­
ings. If you live on a farm where sandy soils in fields are blown by 
the wind or lose moisture by wind action, or where young grain 
plants are blasted by the wind, shelterbelts would do much to correct 
this situation. During severe weather, when feed and shelter are in 
short supply, nearby shelterbelts provide adequate protection and 
feeding stations for quail, pheasants, rabbits, and birds near your 
home. 
What wood crops should I be interested in growing? When you 
plant a forest plantation, you can look forward to a future supply 
of posts, poles, pulpwood, and lumber. The removal of a small 
percentage of trees during the early life of the plantation for Christ­
mas trees does not seriously affect the production of wood products. 
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PLAN CAREFULLY 
Put your ideas on paper. Then, when you are ready to plant, 
you will know exactly what you want to do. Avoid costly mistakes 
such as planting the wrong species of tree or using the wrong spacing. 
Once the trees are in the ground, nothing can be done. 
When you have decided on your planting project, study the 
sample plan for that project at the back of this booklet. Then 
measure with a tape the area to be planted. As you measure, mark 
down the distances on a sheet of paper. Sketch in enough details so 
that you can draw a map to scale. Draw the map on the 4-H record 
sheets furnished for this unit. Add to the map all directions for 
planting properly. 
Drawing a detailed plan before planting will keep you from making mistakes and 
speed up the job. 
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TREE-PLANTING PROJECTS 
The following tree-planting projects meet the requirements for 
this unit: 
Forest plantations grown to ( 1) produce Christmas trees, posts, 
pulpwood, poles, and saw logs; (2 ) provide shelter for wildlife; and 
(3 ) keep soil from washing a way on slopes. 
Windbreaks for the protection of farmsteads, livestock, and 
families. 
Shelterbelts for the protection of fields from winds that move soil 
and reduce moisture needed by crops. 
Garden nurseries for the growing of windbreak and shade-tree 
stock. 
Forest-Planting Proiect 
Forest trees can provide you and your family with many benefits 
and products. You will be looking forward to the opening of the 
buds and the new growth (called "candles" in pine ) that appears 
each spring. As the trees begin to grow, you will enjoy their beauty. 
Song birds and game birds such as quail or pheasant will nest in the 
branches. R abbits and squirrels will use your trees for shelter from 
storms. 
Trees planted on steep slopes will start holding the soil in place. 
Within a few years, you can start thinning by cutting Christmas 
trees. Later, you can harvest posts, poles, pulpwood, and sawlogs for 
lumber. 
Christmas trees can provide an early income crop for 4-H members. These 
Scotch pine have been growing for five years, and will be ready for a county 
4-H Federation group to sell in a year or two. 
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A group of older 4-H members visit a local Christmas-tree 
plantation with their leaders. This visit will help them decide 
what species they can plant at home. 
Selecting Species 
Select tree species that are best adapted for growth on your soils 
and will provide the product or use you want. For example, you 
could plant jack pine on fertile soil, but white pine would probably 
be a better choice. White pine usually outgrows jack pine and pro­
duces a higher-grade product. Consider the following points in 
deciding what species to plant: 
1. Is my soil satisfactory for growth ? 
2. What is the moisture condition of my soil ? 
3. If the area slopes, in what direction does the slope face? 
4. Will the species grow thriftily in my area? 
5. Does the species make the best material for use intended? 
The following charts list forest and Christmas-tree plantings ac­
cording to soil and locality in the State. After you have selected the 
species of trees best suited to your area and soils, you may want to 
visit forest plantations to observe these species actually growing. Your 
farm adviser, farm forester, or extension forester will help you find 
plantations within reasonable distance of you r home. Do not plant 
Christmas trees in wet, very gravelly, and acid or a lkaline soils. 
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FOREST TREES 
Species Kind of soil Planting stock 
Northern % of state (see map on page 20) 
Conifers (Cone-bearing - do not lose their leaves in the fall except 
Bald cypress) 
Red pine Well-drained sands, silts, 4-year-old transplants, 8- to 
and clays. 12-inch crowns; or 3-year-old 
seedlings, 6- to 10-inch 
crowns. 
Jack pine Poor soils - sands, 2-year-old seedlings, 5- to 
eroded clays and silts, 8-inch crowns. 
gravelly types, and 
drouthy south and west 
slopes. 
Southern % of state (see map on page 20)Conifers 
Loblolly All soils except wet and l-year-old seedlings. 
and bottomland. 
shortleaf pines 
Bald Wet soils particularly. l-year-old seedlings. 
cypress Also grows well on fertile 
upland soils. 
Hardwoods (Deciduous species - lose their leaves in the fall) 
Sweet gum Well-drained and fertile l-year-old seedlings. 
and soils. (Sweet gum for flats 
tuliptree and bottomlands) 
Entire stateConifers 
White pine More fertile loams, sands, 4-year-old transplants, 8- to 
clay, and silt soils, and 12-inch crowns; or 3-year-old 
east and north slopes. seedlings, 6- to 1 O-inch crowns. 
Red cedar All soils including lime­ 2-year-old seedlings. 
(native) stone (sweet) except wet 
and bottomland. 
Hardwoods - The following species are recommended for well­
drained, fertile soils, and for interplanting in woodlands. 
One-year-old seedlings are satisfactory for all hardwoods. 
Ash White oak 
Black walnut Black locust (posts) 
Red oak Osageorange (posts) 
For bottomlands, the following species should be planted. 
Cottonwood Soft maple Sycamore 
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CHRISTMAS TREES 
Species Where to plant Characteristics Planting stock 
Scotch 
pine 
Red 
pine 
White 
pine 
Jack 
pine 
Austrian 
pine 
Red 
cedar 
Entire state. All 
soils except wet 
upland flat 
areas and bot­
tomlands. 
Entire state. 
Well-drained 
sands, silts, 
and clays 
except very 
gravelly or 
hard-pan slick 
types. 
Entire state. 
More fertile 
soils - loams, 
sands, clays, 
and silts 
Northern 2h of 
state. Soils of 
poorest fertil­
ity - sands, 
eroded clays 
and silts, grav­
elly types, and 
south and west 
slopes. 
Entire state 
(like red pine). 
Entire state 
(native conifer), 
Useful in sweet 
(limestone) soils. 
Grows on all 
Needles 3 to 4 inches long 
(some strains 2 to 3 inches), 
vary from yellowish green 
to bluish green. Shear to 
produce dense branching. 
Very good needle-holding 
capacity. Trunks sometimes 
crooked. look for strains 
having bluish-green needles. 
Needles 4 to 6 inches long, 
open branching. Good 
needle-holding capacity. 
Best for large rooms and 
large ornaments. Crown 
has wide base. Needs 
shearing to make it more 
compact. 
Needles 3 to 4 inches long, 
dark-bluish green. Twigs 
are flexible, requiring light 
ornaments. Needs shearing 
to produce compact tree. 
Holds needles well. 
Needles 1 % to 2 % inches 
long, twisted, yellowish 
green. Bushy to open 
branching. Trunks tend to 
be crooked. Holds needles 
well. Shear to avoid wild 
growth of branches. 
Needles 4 to 6 inches long, 
stiff. Open branching like 
red pine. 
Scaly, dense foliage with 
small, compact branches. 
Holds foliage well. (De­
mand is very IimitedJ 
2-year-old 
seedlings, 5- to 
8-inch crowns. 
4-year-old trans­
plants, 8- to 12­
inch crowns; or 
3-year-old seed­
lings, 6- to 10­
inch crowns. 
4-year-old trans­
plants, 8- to 12­
inch crowns; or 
3-year-old seed­
lings, 6- to 10­
inch crowns. 
2-year-old seed­
lings, 5- to 8­
inch crowns. 
3-year-old seed­
lings, 6- to 10­
inch crowns; or 
4-year-old trans­
plants, 8- to 12­
inch crowns. 
2-year-old seed­
lings, 5- to 8­
inch crowns. 
well-drained soils. 
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CHRISTMAS TREES (continued) 
Species Where to plant Characteristics Planting stock 
Douglas Cultivated land, Needles short, dark green 4-year-old trans­
fir northern ~ of to blue-green, very good plants, 8- to 12­
state. Fertile, holding capacity indoors. inch crowns 
well-drained Many buds, and can pro­ (preferred to 
soils. duce dense foliage. Difficult seedlings). 
Wild land, to grow ­ takes longer 
northern % of to grow firs to salable size 
state. than pines. 
Norway Like Douglas Needles % to 1 inch long, 4-year-old trans­
spruce fir. dark yellowish green . plants, 8- to 12­
Densely branched. Needle­ inch crowns 
holding capacity of spruces (preferred to 
much poorer than that of seedlings). 
pines. Takes longer to grow 
spruces to salable size than 
pines. 
White Northern % of Needles % to 1 inch long, Same as for 
spruce state. Fertile, bluish green. (See "Norway Norway spruce. 
well-drained spruce" above for other 
soils. characteristics.) 
Planting Pure or Mixed Species 
Usually it is best to plant one species in each block. This is called 
planting a pure stand. Care and harvesting are easier when you plant 
one species than when you plant mixed species. When the soil 
changes, it is often a good idea to change species. For example, you 
might plant red pine on a deep sandy loam and change to jack pine 
for a gravelly, dry soil. 
Mixing species is satisfactory under a few conditions. Red pine 
and Scotch pine can be planted in alternate rows. The Scotch pine 
can then be removed for Christmas trees or greens, and the red 
pine will continue to grow for wood products. On fertile, well­
drained soils, you can mix certain hardwood or deciduous trees such 
as ash and black walnut, white oak and red oak, tuliptree (yellow 
poplar ) and red oak. 
Size of Planting Stock 
Trees with tops from 6 to 10 inches high are the best sizes to plant 
in nearly all planting areas. Smaller trees are often not able to 
compete with dense weeds and grass. Larger trees require too much 
effort to plant and are usually too expensive. 
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Spacing Trees 
The spacing table on page 15 will help you to decide how far apart 
to plant your trees. Give the trees space to grow, but don)t waste 
space. For example, if you use red pine to harvest for Christmas trees 
only, space the trees 5 feet rather than 4 feet apart. This wider spacing 
will allow the lower branches to make more complete growth and give 
you adequate room for well-shaped trees. 
Space pine trees 6 feet apart for wood products requiring longer 
periods of time. Hardwoods require wider spacing than pines. Space 
hardwoods 8 feet apart. 
Number of Trees for Your Area 
To find the number of trees needed for your area, follow these 
steps: 
1. Divide the area on the map into rectangles and triangles so 
that it can be measured easily. 
2. Compute the total number of square feet in the area. 
3. Find the number of square feet each tree requires. For a 6­
foot spacing, each tree will have 6 feet by 6 feet, or 36 square feet. 
4. Divide the number of square feet in the entire area by the 
number of square feet each tree requires. The result is the number 
of trees you will need. 
1_ 165'_1Example: Find the number of tree (spaced 6 feet apart ) 
for the area shown at right. 
AArea of section A = 165 feet x 110 feet = 18,150 square feet 
Area of section B = 1h of 165 feet x 172 feet = 14,190 square feet 
Total 32,340 square feet '\ '\ 
32,340 square feet in area '\ '\ 
---------- = 898 trees '\ 
36 square feet per tree '\ 
'\ 
For the area illustrated, then, you would order 900 trees. '\ 
Ordering Trees 
To be sure of getting the size and species of trees you want, order 
your trees in late fall or early winter. Trees for most forest plantings 
may be purchased from state-operated forest-tree nurseries. Com­
mercial forest-tree nurseries have a variety of species and sizes for 
special plantings such as Christmas trees. The uses to which planting 
stock from these two types of nurseries may be put are listed below. 
State nurseries. Planting stock is grown for the following pur­
poses: ( 1) Christmas-tree production; (2 ) wood crops (posts, pulp­
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wood, lumber ) ; (3 ) wildlife shelter and food; and (4) control of soil 
erosion caused by water on slopes and wind in fields (field shelter­
belts ) . 
This stock is not available for shade and ornamental use such as 
landscaping home grounds. Trees cannot be dug up with roots 
attached and sold after having been planted. To order trees, use the 
standard application blank. Your farm adviser will have these blanks 
in the fall. The minimum order is 500 trees. All stock is bare-root 
(without a ball of soil on its roots ) . 
Commercial forest nurseries. You can use tree-planting stock 
from privately operated nurseries without restrictions as to sale later 
or type of planting. If you cannot obtain the species or size of stock 
you want from the state nurseries, ask your farm adviser for a list of 
commercial nurseries that have forest-planting stock for sale. 
Preparing the Area 
Weed-tree poisoning. Native hardwoods ("volunteers") and 
brush growing in an area in which you want to plant pine can cause 
a great deal of trouble. These weed trees can whip the branches of 
the pines growing close to them, compete with their roots, and 
eventually spoil the crowns (tops ) and slow up the growth of planted 
trees. 
If possible, poison weed trees a year in advance of planting. 
Spraying the base of the trunk of each weed tree with a chemical such 
as 2,4,5-T in fuel oil will kill many species. Spray again if the first 
treatment does not kill all of the trees. Completely cover the trunks 
with 2,4,5-T solution from the ground up to at least 18 inches. Thick­
barked trees should be frilled with an axe and poison applied to the 
frill. 
Protection from livestock. If cattle, horses, sheep, or hogs get 
into your forest plantation, they will seriously damage your trees. 
You should erect a permanent fence to prevent this. If you are not 
using a planting machine, you can erect the fence before planting 
the trees. 
Soil preparation and treatment. It is not necessary to plow and 
disk the soil completely, as with farm crops, to prepare your area for 
planting. When a dense growth of weeds or very heavy sod is present, 
plan to control the weeds and sod. You can mark the rows of trees 
and mow, or spread a weed-killing chemical that is not injurious to 
the trees during or immediately after planting. 
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Kill all weed trees and brush before planting any trees. This 4-H member is 
spraying the base of a wild black cherry to prepare the area for planting Christ­
mas trees. 
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Spacing in rows 
and between 
Use Species rows Number of trees 
Christmas trees 
Posts (Black locust 
also used for 
erosion control) 
Posts, pulpwood, 
poles, and 
sawlogs 
lumber (sawlogs), 
veneer (bolts), 
pulpwood, and 
interplanting in 
large openings 
of native timber 
Farmstead 
windbreaks 
(northern 213 of 
state) 
Farmstead 
windbreaks 
(southern % of 
state) 
Field 
shelterbelts 
Garden nursery 
windbreak stock 
Shade-tree stock 
Pines, Norway 
spruce, Douglas 
fir 
Black locust, 
osageorange, 
red cedar 
Pines, bald 
cypress 
Native hard­
woods -oak, 
ash, walnut, tulip­
tree, silver maple, 
cottonwood, 
sweet gum, etc. 
Douglas fir, 
Norway spruce 
Red cedar 
Pines 
Red pine, white 
pine, and jack 
pine 
Red cedar 
Norway spruce, 
Douglas fir, white 
spruce, blue 
spruce, white 
pine, white fir 
Maples, tuliptree, 
hackberry, etc. 
Pines: 5' x 5' 
to 6' x 6' 
Fir and spruce: 
4' x 4' to 6' x 6' 
(5' x 7' for wider 
mowing lane) 
5' x 5' 
6' x 6' 
8' x 8' 
14' x 14' 
or 16' x 16' 
10' x 10' 
or 12' x 12' 
12' x 12' 
8' x 8', 10' x 10', 
or 12' x 12' 
8' x 8' or 10' x 10' 
2' x 2' or 3' x 3' 
3' x 3' 
4' x 4': 2,720 per acre 
5' x 5': 1,740 per acre 
6' x 6': 1,210 per acre 
5' x 7': 1,245 per acre 
1,740 per acre 
1,210 per acre 
680 per acre 
14' x 14': 22 trees per 100 
lineal feet of a 3-row wind­
break 
16' x 16': 19 trees per 100 
lineal feet of a 3-row wind­
break 
10' x 10': 30 trees per 100 
lineal feet of a 3-row wind­
break 
12' x 12': 25 trees per 100 
lineal feet of a 3-row wind­
break 
25 trees per 100 lineal feet 
of a 3-row windbreak 
8' x 8': 500 trees per 1,000 
lineal feet of a 4-row shel­
terbelt 
10' x 10': 400 trees per 
1,000 lineal feet of a 4-row 
shelterbelt 
12' x 12': 333 trees per 
1,000 lineal feet of a 4-row 
shelterbelt 
2' x 2': 25 trees per 100 
square feet of garden 
3' x 3': 11 trees per 100 
square feet of garden 
11 trees per 100 square feet 
of garden 
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A few weeds left near the trees will help protect the trees from 
high temperatures. If chemicals or mowing are not used to control 
very heavy sod on fairly level land, then plow a shallow furrow for 
each row of trees. Plant the trees in the middle of the open or dead 
furrow to keep them away from serious grass competition. If your 
area has been limed or fertilized, watch out for weeds. Do not apply 
fertilizers until the trees have grown above the height of the weeds. 
Sweet clover and alfalfa can cause your planted trees to die. Kill by 
spraying with 2,4-D during the growing season of the year previous 
to the year in which you plant. 
Planting Trees 
Plant your trees as early in the spring as you can work the soil. 
If practical, go to the nursery to pick up your trees so that they can 
be planted as soon as possible. If your trees are shipped by express, 
keep a daily lookout for them after you receive a notice that they 
have been shipped. If you cannot plant the trees when they arrive, 
store them in a cool basement or milkhouse. Dampen the roots with 
water. While planting, keep the roots of bare-root trees moist by 
placing them in a pail of water. 
Spacing your trees a reasonably uniform distance apart will result 
in a neat and workmanlike job. Drive stakes or lath as guides or 
stretch a cord to help you line up the rows. 
There are two methods of planting bare-root trees - the slit 
method and the open-hole method. The open-hole method should 
be used ( 1) to plant larger seedlings and transplants; and (2 ) when 
the soil must be removed entirely from the hole to allow plenty of 
room for longer roots. The slit method is preferable when you have 
smaller seedlings with roots 5 to 8 inches long. This method works 
best in sandy soils, but it can also be used in clay and silt soils if you 
work carefully. Be sure to open the hole wide enough and make it 
deep enough to prevent the roots from turning up or being crowded. 
These two methods of planting are illustrated on the opposite page. 
Caring for the Trees 
Keep livestock out of the planted area. Farm animals will destroy 
trees by eating and trampling them, rubbing against them, and 
packing the soil so that the tree roots become injured. 
Prevent fires from destroying your trees and wildlife. Erect signs 
to caution hunters and other travelers in the vicinity against dropping 
lighted matches and cigarettes and leaving fires unattended. If your 
planting is located along a road, you will want to make a firelane 
to slow up or stop ground fires approaching your plantation. Plow 
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Planting Bare-Root Seedlings and Transplants 
Tools to use 
GRUB HOE PLANTING BAR ROUND-POINTED, TILE SPADE SPADE WITH 
LONG-HANDLED TAPERED BLADE 
SHOVEL 
Ground preparation 
SOD 
Open shallow furrow with plow. Make shallow scalp with grub hoe. 
Methods of planting 
Slit method (for smaller seedlings with roots 6 to 8 inches long) 
.. " 
.. 
Force bar Push bar Place tree Force bar into soil Push bar forward. 
into soil. forward . in hole. again 3 inches back Kick hole closed. 
of original spot. 
Open -hole method (for larger transplants) 
~..... .... .. ~ 
... /)j.).... ····· ···· ,W,· .  
Dig hole deep enough Place tree in hole Pack soil around Scrape in loose soil 
for roots to hang down at depth tree grew roots until hole is to fill, and press 
without curling. in nursery. Spread almost full. lightly with feet. 
roots as necessary. 
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and disk or rake a strip 8 to 12 feet wide to remove combustible 
material. 
Watch your trees for damage by insects during the growing 
season and by mice and rabbits in the winter. If you find injuries 
and loss of needles or leaves, take action. Poison mice, trap or shoot 
rabbits, and spray trees with the correct chemicals or prune to con­
trol insects. Ask your farm adviser or extension forester for informa­
tion about controlling rodents and insects injuring or killing your 
trees. 
Counting Live Trees and Planning for Replacements 
Three out of every four trees you plant should be alive at report 
time in August. Count all the trees and report the number alive in 
your 4-H record sheet. If you find less than 75 percent of the trees 
alive, plan to replace the dead ones the following spring. Before 
ordering trees for replacement, try to determine what caused the 
trees to die. Consider replacing them with a different species. 
The Windbreak Proiect 
If your home is in the almost treeless open country, then you 
know what winter can be. Frigid winds striking from the north and 
west make your yard or farm lots places to avoid whenever possible. 
By planting a living windbreak, you can protect your family and 
your livestock, and attract wildlife to the area. 
Locating the Windbreak 
Look over the ground carefully with your parents to select the 
best possible site for the trees. Be sure that the site is far enough 
Windbreaks provide many worthwhile benefits. These hogs are feeding in the 
protection of this young windbreak on a zero-degree day. 
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away from your home and other buildings to allow space for wind 
movements in the summer and for feedlots and any new building 
desired. Do not crowd the buildings, but keep the location as close 
as you can. Keep within 400 feet of buildings, but not closer than 
75 feet if possible. Extend your windbreak a short distance beyond 
buildings, lots, and yards to provide protection from northerly, north­
westerly, and westerly winds. 
Selecting Species 
Since you will expect the windbreak to give protection for much 
of your lifetime, select species that have the best chance to grow in 
your soil and maintain a real break against the winds. 
In the northern two-thirds of Illinois, plant Norway spruce or 
Douglas fir as the main species on fertile, well-drained soils. For 
variety, consider planting single trees or small groups of blue spruce, 
white spruce (northern one-third of Illinois only), white pine, and 
white (concolor ) fir. 
On sands and other soils of poorer fertility, use red pine or red 
cedar for the main species. Do not plant red pine on tight soils 
where water will not drain well. White pine can be planted in smaller 
groups for variety on these low-fertility soils. For the southern one­
third of the state, use loblolly pine, shortleaf pine, or red cedar on all 
soils except wet and bottomlands. White pine is also recommended, 
but should be planted on fertile, well-drained soils. Do not plant 
white pine on western and southern exposed slopes where moisture 
is lacking and temperatures are high. The map on page 20 indicates 
the relative division between the northern two-thirds and southern 
one-third of the state. 
You may want to mix species or plant only one species. You may 
like a solid mass of one color and foliage type or a variety of colors 
and foliage types. If you want variety without a "hodge podge," 
plant species by rows and add small groups of two to four trees of 
another species where they can easily be seen from the building side 
of the windbreak. 
Ordering Trees 
Three kinds of planting stock can be used in a windbreak: bare­
root - trees lifted from the nursery without soil on their roots; 
balled - trees lifted with a ball of soil on their roots (popularly 
known as "balled and burlapped") ; and trees grown in an asphalt or 
metal container with the container left intact. Container-grown trees 
are frequently smaller than balled and burlapped ones, but they are 
just as thrifty and vigorous. 
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The line on the map divides the state into two 
large regions that differ widely in climate and 
soils. These variations affect the growth and 
survival of trees, and must be considered in 
selecting tree species for planting. 
NORTHERN 2/ 3 
Marshall 
Shelbyville __ ..... 
-.-.­
Bare-root stock usually costs less than balled stock at the nursery, 
but it is smaller, takes longer to grow, and may eventually cost more 
than balled stock if replacements are necessary. Although the initial 
cost of balled stock is higher, it grows more rapidly than bare-root 
stock, and losses are lower. Trees with 18- to 24-inch tops are more 
economical than trees with longer tops. You can save your family 
at least half the cost of the trees by growing your own windbreak 
trees as a garden project. 
Plan to have three rows of trees in your windbreak if at all pos­
sible. In a triple-row arrangement, the middle row is offset to fill the 
gaps between the trees in the outside rows. If you plant a minimum 
of three rows, there is much less chance of having wide gaps if any 
trees should die or lose their limbs. If you have more land available 
and you can justify its use as a windbreak, add more rows or plant 
a plantation to act as a windbreak. The spacing table on page 15 
shows the number of trees for various spacings for each 100 feet of 
a 3-row windbreak. 
The lower limbs of the trees should be kept alive as long as pos­
sible. For this reason, windbreak trees are usually spaced at least 
14 feet apart. Widening the spacing to 16 feet will allow the trees to 
grow longer before their branches meet and permit access for wider 
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mowing equipment. A somewhat closer spacing IS justified when 
red cedar is used. 
To be sure of getting trees, order early in the winter. Nurseries 
try to sell their stock as soon as possible to avoid a surplus of trees 
that will grow to a larger size. Late orders might not be filled. Ask 
your farm adviser for a price list of commercial Illinois landscape 
nurseries offering windbreak planting stock. All of these nurseries 
have balled and burlapped stock. A few have bare-root stock. You 
can obtain bare-root stock for a garden windbreak nursery from 
commercial out-of-state forest nurseries. Your farm adviser can give 
you the names of several of these nurseries. 
Preparing the Area 
By having the area completely ready when the day of planting 
arrives, you can put your entire effort into getting the trees into the 
ground in good condition. Your well-prepared plan drawn in ad­
vance will show you what items need to be given attention. 
These might include cutting trees, tearing down an old fence 
and putting up a new one, draining wet spots, and fertilizing and 
seeding a mixture of grasses to control weeds. If you have alfalfa 
Staking a 3-row windbreak. U e 4-foot la th or stakes for guides ( left diagram). 
Stake are numbered according to the order in which they are driven into the 
soil. Middle stakes (7, 8, 9, and 16, 17, 18 ) are set by sighting along end stakes 
of each row. Use 1- to 2-foot stakes to mark location for trees (right dia­
gram ) . Set short stakes in outside rows, then in middle rows . This will give 
you a cross-check on correct tree location. 
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growing, plow it under where the land is not too steep to start erosion. 
To get rid of alfalfa on steep slopes, spray with 2,4-D during the 
growing season. Then reseed the sprayed area with other pasture­
grass and legume mixtures to discourage weed growth. Mixtures of 
alsike clover, red top, timothy, and blue grass are suggested . 
If you do not have a good sad or the area is part of a feedlot, 
plow up the area a year in advance. Seed it down to let the plants 
remove accumulated manure acids that can kill evergreen trees. 
Fitting the ground and growing pasture grasses will improve soil 
structure. Packed soil structure can be very harmful to windbreak 
trees, often killing them. 
Line up the trees in straight rows and space them evenly. Use 
guide stakes or lath about 4 feet long to mark the rows, and mark 
the tree locations with short stakes 1 to 2 feet long. Use a cord rope 
or corn wire to mark the row lines. 
Keep the roots of your trees protected from the sun and wind 
at all times. While you are planting, put your bare-root trees in a 
large pail or tub with enough water to cover the roots. If you have 
balled trees, keep them in the shelter of canvas or cover on the wagon, 
trailer, or pickup truck you are using to haul them to the area . 
Move your balled trees by grasping the ball rather than the trunk 
or branches. To prevent rain from making the planting a messy job, 
wait until the day you plant to dig the holes. If you have spots where 
the soil is tight and gravelly with little or no humus, obtain more 
fertile soil to fill in the holes and provide the trees with good soil for 
vigorous root growth. 
Study the steps in planting bare-root trees and balled and bur­
lapped trees (page 17 and opposite page ) before you start to plant. 
Plant all of the trees before you water or mulch them. The amount of 
water you use will depend upon how easily the soil absorbs water. 
You usually water trees only to settle the soil and pack it around the 
roots. Mulching is important for your trees. Use at least 1 bushel for 
a smaller bare-root tree and 11/2 to 2 bushels for a balled tree. Ground 
corn cobs (lh-inch maximum size ) , straw, or hay can be used as a 
mulch. 
Caring for the Trees 
Fence your windbreak for permanent protection from farm 
animals, including poultry, as soon as the trees are planted. Mow 
between the rows at least twice a year. Water your trees during dry 
periods of a month or longer. Apply at least 10 gallons of water per 
tree once a week to be sure it reaches the lower roots of your trees. 
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Planting Balled and Burlapped Trees 
~r.: .. 1"---' ~ 
'. '\:.~ (: " CAVE-IN 
<. ~/ :-: .::::.> .. .. /::-:.: .. 
........ .. :... ~~ : ... 
.... .' 3" 
. . . 
.. . "
'.' :" : :'.:: 1 
Step 1: Dig hole. Use shovel or spade or 
power post- hole digger. Make hole 2 inches 
wider than ball jor tamping and lining up. 
"< ...::.>:'::.:.;: 
.: : .~ :.: 
Step 2: Place tree in hole at same 
depth it grew in nursery. Put soil under ball 
or at lower side oj ball If necessary to make 
tree set correctly. 
Step 4 : Add one pail of water to soil. 
Ajter water seules, fill low spots with loose 
soil 
Step 5: Mulch trees with ground 
corncobs. Add 1 to 2 bushels 0/ mulch 
(4-inch layer), depending upon size oj tree. 
Keep mulch away jrom base oj trunk. 
""'-. 
EXTRA LEADER 
Step 3: Fill in around ball with soil . 
Ij burlap is tight at base oj trunk, loosen and Step 6 : Prune where necessary. Cut 
pull back a jew inches. Leave shallow trench off extra leader If present, leaving one good 
jor water. leader. 
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Watch for chewing and sucking insects that can seriously injure your 
trees or cause them to die. Ask your farm adviser how to control 
these insects. 
During the first winter after planting, check for dead or missing 
trees. Locate replacements and replant the following spring. Use 
your 4-H record book to record the number and kind (species ) of 
trees in your windbreak. 
The Field Shelterbelt Project 
A field shelterbelt is simply a windbreak for a field. It is located 
on the south and west sides of a field to reduce summer southerly and 
westerly winds. Fields with sandy soil benefit most from a shelterbelt. 
A shelterbelt keeps soil from being blown away or piling up, reduces 
soil blasting of young crop plants, and increases yields by preventing 
evaporation from wind action during hot summer months. 
This boy is looking at a field where several crops have grown in the protection 
of this ll-year-old red-pine shelterbelt. The thrifty 4-row belt reduces soil 
movement and moisture losses by wind action. 
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Selecting Trees 
Plant 3-year-old seedlings or 4-year-old transplants of red pine 
and white pine. Red pine is recommended for many sandy soils of 
low fertility. White pine can also be used on sands, but it grows 
more thriftily on the more fertile sands and other fertile soils. 
If you have typical blowsand or subsoil, consider planting jack 
pine or red cedar. These species are large enough for planting at the 
2-year-old seedling age. Trees with 8- to 12-inch tops are preferable. 
Obtain bare-root stock from state-operated or commercial nurseries 
for early spring planting. 
Spacing Trees 
Space your trees widely. Wide spacing will permit the lower 
limbs to grow longer, reduce the need for thinning, and prevent 
early death from crowding. The spacing table on page 15 shows 
the number of trees you will need for each 1,000 feet of a 4-row 
shelterbelt. 
ROW 
POLE 
\ 
2 \ 
5' \ \ 
3 \}"ii f f f 
\ \~41 GUIDE STAKES ~ LINE OF SIGHT 
Locating trees in a 4-row shelterbelt: 
1. Locate trees in row 1 with a tape or measuring pole. 
2. Start the first tree in row 2 by offsetting half the distance between the 
trees in row 1. Continue spacing trees as before. Use tape or pole again. 
3. Plant trees in rows 1 and 2. 
4. Locate points to plant trees on rows 3 and 4 by sighting diagonally. 
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Plant trees carefully to help insure survival and thrifty growth. The girl on the right 
is making a hole for the tree with a grub hoe; the girl on the left is spreading the 
roots in the hole at the proper depth. 
Planting Trees 
Study the sketch on page 25 before you mark the rows. Use 
4-foot lath or stakes. You can keep lined up on the rows by plowing 
a furrow 3 inches deep in which to plant the trees. Lay down a pole 
and kick a mark with your heel or toe for each tree location on the 
first two adjoining rows. See page 1 7 for suggestions on planting 
bare-root trees. 
Caring for the Trees 
Look over your trees at least twice in the summer and once in 
the winter to see how well they are growing. Watch for insects that 
may be damaging or threatening to kill your trees and take measures 
to control them. In August, count the number of live trees and 
record this figure in your 4-H project record sheet. In the early 
winter, watch for rabbit and mice injury. Be ready to overcome any 
new losses from insects, mice, and rabbits. 
Make a final count in the winter to find out how many trees need 
to be replaced. Your goal should be to keep at least 90 percent of 
the trees alive. If you find less than 90 percent alive, order replace­
ments for the next spring planting. 
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The Garden Nursery Proiects 
Young shade and windbreak trees are needed each year for both 
old and new home yards and to protect farmsteads. You can plant 
a garden nursery of your own at little expense. The trees can be 
used later at home or sold or both. 
Locating and Preparing Nursery Soil 
A part of the garden is probably the best place to locate your 
nursery. The trees are easier to protect from livestock, and you can 
keep a watchful eye on them. Avoid planting under overhanging 
limbs of trees that would slow up the growth of your trees. 
If you select another area, be sure it is on fairly level soil of good 
fertility, with a fence to keep livestock out. The area for your 
nursery should be a minimum of 200 square feet (20 feet long by 
10 feet wide, 14 feet by 14 feet, etc. ) . 
Plow, disk, and roll the area to pack the soil. If you plow and 
disk the soil in the fall, it will be firm and better for planting trees 
than if the trees were planted directly after plowing and fitting in 
the spring. 
Growing trees in a garden nursery can be a profitable project for both boys and 
girls. These hardy 5-year-old transplants can easily overcome heavy competition 
from weeds. 
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Windbreak Tree Nursery 
The windbreak tree nursery is a 3-year project. It is usually more 
practical to start with small transplants than with seed. For help 
in making a plan and carrying it out, see "Growing Windbreak Trees 
in a Garden Nursery" on the next two pages. If you would like a few 
trees of species other than Norway spruce or Douglas fir, consider the 
following: white spruce, blue spruce, white pine, and white fir. 
Order twice as many trees as you will need for your home wind­
break. Trees that you do not need can be sold. If you sell any trees, 
be sure that the state horticultural inspector certifies them as free 
from insects and diseases. There is no charge for this service. Trees 
with tops 8 to 12 inches long are recommended. Smaller trees usually 
do not grow as well, and take longer to reach a desirable size. Larger 
trees cost more. Bare-root trees with fibrous root systems are the best. 
Trees for your garden nursery are available from commercial 
forest nurseries. Ask your farm adviser for a list of these nurseries, 
and write for prices and stock. When your trees have grown 11h to 2 
feet high, transplant them to the windbreak area. Keep the extra 
trees for at least two years to replace losses. 
Suggestions for digging, balling, and burlapping are given on 
page 33. Fill in the record sheet for your 4-H tree-planting project 
each year, indicating the number of live trees of each species in your 
garden nursery. 
Shade-Tree Nursery 
T he time required to complete the shade-tree nursery project de­
pends upon how fast your trees grow. Start with trees 1 to 2 feet 
high, and plan to move them from your nursery before they grow 
taller than 6 feet . Certain trees will be ready in 3 to 4 years; other 
trees and slower growing species will take longer. 
If you are interested in planting seed rather than seedlings, study 
the steps in collecting and storage, and special nursery practices such 
as sowing, watering, and weeding. The seed-ripening guide in Cir­
cular 825, "Let's Know Our Trees and Woods," will tell you when 
to collect seeds for the kinds of trees you want. To learn how to store 
seed, prepare a seedbed, and take care of the young trees, read 
"Propagation of Trees and Shrubs," U. S. Department of Agricul­
ture Farmers' Bulletin No. 1567. Larger libraries usually have copies 
of this bulletin. 
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Growing Windbreak Trees in a Garden Nursery 
FIRST YEAR 
Winter 
Order D ouglas fir or Norway spruce for main sp ecies. 
Four-year-old transplants w ith 8- to 12-inch crowns are 
best. 
Buy twice as many trees as you w ill n eed for )'our wind­
break. E xtra trees can be sold or used as replacements for 
losses or less d esirable trees. Order trees early. 
Spring 
CULTIVATION 
HAND" ';oWER 
VEGETABLE 
GARDEN * f-2'* ~ *+-3' -t * 
* * * ...2' * 
* * *. * 
** * * 
** * * 
* * * * 
* * * * 
** * * 
* * * * 
Plant trees as soon as the soil is w orkable. Y ou can use either of the follo wing 
m ethods: 
1. Plant trees directly in trench or in holes. 
2. Plant trees in 4- or 5-quart cans or asphalt containers and place in trench. 
This m ethod w ill allow you to transplant the trees easily . Asphalt con­
tain ers are easier to prepare than cans. 
Area required for 100 trees: 
R ows spaced 2 feet apart - 400 square feet 
R ows spaced 3 feet apart - 600 square feet 
TRENCH OR 
HOLE METHOD TRENCH 
'.::. . :;:- :..:.: .. .. 
CAN OR ASPHALT 
CONTAINER METHOD 2 3 4 
1. Cut hole in bottom of can. 2. Cut off long roots. 
3 . Spread roots in can. 4. Pack soil in can . 5. Set 
can in ground . 
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Summer 
Cultivate trees to retain moisture and kill competing weeds) or sjJray weed killer 
on bare soil in April. 
Wat er trees during extended 
dry p eriods of a month or 
more. Soak soil to tree-root 
depth once a week. 
Fall 
To protect trees in winter) spread 3- to 4-inch 
layer of ground cobs between rows. K eep 
mulch away from base of trunks to prevent 
damage from mice. Shoot or trap rabbits and 
spray trees with repellent or wrap trunks with 
aluminum foil. 
SECOND YEAR 
Add new mulch. A 3-inch layer of mulch is necessary to 
prevent weed growth and maintain good surface soil. 
Wat er trees during extended dry periods. Wat ch for dam­
age by insects) mice) or rabbits) and take appropriate steps. 
THIRD OR FOURTH YEAR 
Move trees to windbreak area in spring. Do not let trees become 
too large ( more than 2 feet high) before moving. D igging and 
lifting large balls of earth on the tree roots is back-breaking 
work. Trees in cans or asphalt containers should be moved to 
prevent the tree roots from outgrowing the containers. 11
...--- - --"" 
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Before selecting your species for a shade-tree nursery, study the 
list below. 
Large-sized trees 
Ash, blue Cucumber-tree Oak, pin 
Ash, green Ginkgo Oak, red 
Ash, white Gum, black Oak, swamp white 
Basswood, American H ackberry Oak, white 
Beech, American Honey locust, thornless Sycamore 
Birch, European white Maple, red Sweet gum (red ) 
Birch, paper Maple, sugar Tuliptree 
Birch, river Oak, black Willow, weeping 
Buckeye Oak, bur 
Coffeetree, Kentucky Oak, chinkapin 
Small-sized trees 
Dogwood, flowering Magnolia, saucer Pawpaw 
Hop hornbeam Mountain ash, Persimmon 
(Ironwood ) European Redbud 
Hornbeam (blue Oak, dwarf chinkapin 
beech ) Plum, American 
Take plenty of time before you decide on the species you want. 
Consider height, growth, strength in relation to sleet storms, color of 
leaves and bark, freedom from insects, diseases, excess litter, and 
roots getting into tile or drains, and size of tree at maturity. 
Order your trees early in the winter from a commercial forest­
tree nursery. Local nurseries seldom have small-sized trees. Ask 
your farm adviser for the names of nurseries; then write these 
nurseries for their lists of trees and prices, mentioning the species 
you want. 
You will find 1- or 2-year-old seedling stock best from the stand­
point of low cost and ease of planting. Ask the nursery to ship your 
trees as early as possible so that you can take advantage of all spring 
rains and a longer growing period before hot weather. 
Locate the rows by driving stakes at the ends and in the middle; 
then fasten a cord or rope as a guide for the planting lines. The 
distance between rows and between trees in a row should be at least 
3 feet. Mark the tree locations in the row by scraping a narrow 
spot for each tree, using a 3-foot stick for measuring. 
Plant one tree at a time. Dig a hole, plant the tree, then move 
on to the next tree location. Keep the tree roots moist before planting 
by covering them with moss or placing them in a pail of water. Put 
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Planting larger shade-tree seed­
lings. Lay stakes across hole to 
support tree while filling hole. 
Hold tree against stake so that 
tree will set at same depth it grew 
in the nursery. 
the tree in the hole with the roots down and not curled up. Enlarge 
the hole if necessary. Tamp the soil as you fill the hole. Leave a 
shallow basin for watering, but wait until all the trees are planted 
before watering them. Fill in any low spots with soil. 
Cultivate during the summer to keep the weeds from weakening 
or killing the trees. During periods of a month or more without rain, 
water the trees once a week. Soak the ground to be sure of reaching 
the lower roots. Remove and kill any insects chewing and sucking 
on the leaves or twigs. 
Watch for mice and rabbits in the fall and early winter. You 
can prevent rabbits from chewing and girdling the trees by wrapping 
heavy foil and fairly fine mesh wire around the trunks. Apply 
poisoned grain or apples to the runways of mice. Keep grass and 
weeds away from the immediate vicinity of your trees to discourage 
activity by mice and rabbits. 
When the trees reach about 6 feet in height, transplant them with 
balls of earth on their roots. Decide in advance whether you are 
planting for home use or for sale. Suggestions for transplanting trees 
are given on the opposite page. Cut out the balls to a large enough 
diameter and depth to save at least two-thirds of their roots. An 
average 6-foot tree requires a ball about 14 inches in diameter and 
16 inches deep. 
Keep a record of the number of surviving trees each year. Enter 
this number in your 4-H tree-planting record sheet. 
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Transplanting Garden-Grown Trees 
TOP VIEW 
1&~SPADE CUTS 
Step 3: Raise ball and place burlap. 
Using spade as a lever, lljt ball oul enough 
to allow bur/ap to be pushed under spade. 
Use anolher spade on opposite side if needed 
to !tjL Prune broken or damaged roots with 
small pruning shears. 
. :..... :.... 
.. 
Step 1: Cut out ball. Use tapered spade 
or tile spade. Thrust spade at angle to cut 
out a circular ball 12 to 15 inches in diam­
eter alld depth, depending on the size of the 
tree. 
TOP VIEW 
Step 4: lift ball out of hole with bur­
lap. Handle carefully 10 keep from breaking . 
. ,: .. . .. '.. . . 
Step 2 : Loosen ball. Dig two trenches 
at an angle 10 undercut ball and cuI offany Step 5: Wrap burlap tight and pin 
roots underneath. with nails. 
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PREPARING AN EXHIBIT 
Don't wait until fair-time to plan your exhibit. Start thinking 
about the kind of exhibit you can make as soon as you have decided 
on your planting. There are many possible exhibits that will show 
the result of your labor and thought. You may want to consider one 
of the following. 
Photography Display 
Arrange several pictures with a short line (label ) describing each 
scene. You might have one picture showing the entire area, one 
showing different species, another showing individual trees with the 
greatest and least growth, still another showing a tree in the open 
and a tree being crowded by weeds on heavy sod. You could have 
another series of photographs showing steps in planting a tree prop­
erly or caring for trees by giving them protection from livestock. 
This girl puts the finishing touch to an excellent exhibit for showing at a 
county fair. The exhibit illustrates three ways of protecting trees. Can you 
name these three ways? 
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Sample Tree Growing in a Container 
You can show how trees should be planted by placing a card­
board in front of a container with the roots drawn in place as they 
would appear if you could see through the container and the soil. 
You could also list the uses of the species of tree in the container. 
Pictures cut from magazines will show the products for which the 
tree is used. Or you can show how much trees grow and how you 
can tell the age of a tree. Compare the growth of the tree in the 
container with that of other species you planted. 
You will find it easier to plant the tree in your container in the 
spring. Plant the tree in a 5-quart can, a pail, or an asphalt con­
tainer such as nurseries use. If you do not get this done in the spring, 
transplant a tree from your planting in August. Choose a tree that 
will not destroy the value of your planting, such as one that isn't in a 
windbreak. Save all of the roots if possible, and keep the soil moist 
after you plant the tree in the container. 
Small Model 
Construct a simple model of one of the following: 
1. Killing volunteer hardwoods with a chemical applied by a 
sprayer. 
2. Preparing the soil properly for planting. You could show 
furrowing for forest planting, or plowing up the soil and seeding 
for your windbreak. 
3. The steps in planting with a spade by the open-hole method. 
4. Protecting trees from livestock, mowing to keep weeds from 
crowding and killing trees, mulching trees, killing insects, rabbits, or 
mice that are seriously damaging trees. Materials for the model could 
include cardboard for making tools (sprayer and spade) and soil. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR GIVING TALKS AND DEMONSTRATIONS 
After you have planted and cared for your trees, you will be in a 
good position to teach some of your fellow 4-H Club members a few 
things they should know about trees. You can do this by giving 
a talk or demonstration at your local club meeting. 
Illustrate as much as possible. Blackboards or cardboard will 
help when you cannot bring in the actual materials. Cut out pictures 
from magazines or papers large enough to be seen by your audience 
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and fasten them to newspaper sheets. Bind the sheets and hook them 
to a tripod or a chair back. You can then flip over the sheets as you 
talk and demonstrate. 
You may want to use one of the topics listed below for your talk 
or demonstration: 
1. Explain how you would select tree species for planting. 
2. Illustrate how to make a tree-planting plan. 
3. Demonstrate how to plant a tree properly. 
4. Show how to transplant a tree with a ball of earth on the roots. 
5. Explain how to care for shade or windbreak trees planted in a 
garden nursery. 
6. Describe what you learned from a tour of a nursery, forest 
plantation, or windbreak. 
CARRYING PROJECTS FOR MORE THAN ONE YEAR 
"Tree Planting for You" is a 4-H Club unit that offers more 
than one year of activity. When you start planting trees, you can 
look forward to additional planting when land is available for more 
trees. In the garden nursery project , you will need to transplant the 
trees after 2 to 4 years. 
Caring for your trees and protecting them are definitely part of 
this unit, at least until the trees have grown large enough to be on 
their own. You will find it rewarding to keep track of the su rvivals 
of the trees you planted for the first 5 years. It is also a good idea to 
measure the average height of the trees each season. As your trees 
grow, plan to enroll in the 4-H Club unit dealing with managing, 
harvesting, and using tree crops. 
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Plan for a Windbreak 
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WHAT TO INCLUDE IN PLAN 
1. Buildings and lots , existing and proposed. 
2 . Fences and drives, existing and proposed. 
3 . Measurements for locating trees. 
4. Trees in and near windbreak area. 
5. Location of windbreak trees . (Use ~ symbol.) 
6 . Number and kind of trees to be planted. 
7. Trees, fences , and buildings to be moved. 
8. Arrow to show North . 
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Plan for a Sh elterbelt 
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I~ E: XTE JJ /) SECT ION 
~ 12 E. OF FARM : '''0 acrlS : I ~ORTHWA~D AS I=AR AS 
SOIl- : Ii 9""t sa",d I I I ~ECf.~SARY TO blVE 
~sl'~ei all y ; "" 'lJes+er~ I I PROTECTIO~ TO SOIl.- A~{) 
<3kc:( SO"+~lrk pi:ly-ts Ll CI<OPS E.A~; OF" THIS BELT. 
SHELjERaELT 
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PLANTING DETAILS 
I. ~f'EC.IE5 O~ T~e TO PLAtJ' : R(;.I) p,~e . c.nHs SPECIE~ IS ADAf'TeD TO SOIL.) 
2.. SI"€. I\lJO AG;E OF 'RE.e$ " 3 - YEAR SEEDLI"'~~ OR 4 - YE.Poft 7~A~SPL-At.lTS; ~- -tO 
12 -INCH CROWNS. 
3 . ~Uk~e ~ Of' TREES lt~aUI~E[) TO PI.. AliT l.j ROIAIS WITH 12 - FOOT Sf'ACIWb : 33~ 
TREES FOR ~ACtf 'JOOO FEET OF <;HELTe(V~£/"T ; l, lS''i "'~E.e-S FOIt I MILE. . 
~. "~OUfJD P~~PARA'fIOtJ .· PLO\\l SHALLOIli ~VR~OW£ ,-0 MARK ~OW.s AJJD PLAIff 
I JJ DE-AD FURI(OW. 
5'. CARE : FcJJCE. n~o", LIV~STOC~ . REPLAtJT TO ~E.EP StJRVIVAL AT 'Is 
Pe.R.C.E:JJT. PLOW F/Re.I..A~E . 
LJ-H 1='1E.1..() - SHEL.TE.R6EL.T PL-At-J 
DRAWI'4 PlY : JE.RRy JOt-JES 
ADOltE:~S : I-IAVAWA J 1L.l. l tJOIS 
c.ou t.J T'Y : 11 A so "-I CO [J "-IT '< 
scAL.E : II I-J CH £QUALS ':>00 FE-e.r 
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Plan for a Forest-Tree Planting 
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PLA NNED BY: 
HI4RLAV() WOO/J5 
FORbSTV/LLE/IL.LlA/tJ/S 
seAL£: /" = /00 I 
N 
t 
PLANTING {.)£TA-/LS 
P~~FARATIOAI 
kltl... VOLUNTEeR TRE£~. 
(£L.111 fI IC,KOR. » 
F£N'C£ WHERE !/EC-E~54RY. 
ORDER TREES FOR /. 75" 
ACRES. (900 RED PIA/E, 
/JOO WHITE PINE, AIIP 
200 JACK PINe. 
PLANTING 
RlRROW IN SOO ON CONrOU~ 
TREAr OPEN FURROWS 
WITH W££D -kILL.ING 
CHEMICAL 
SPAC&" TREES C, 1)( GI !1PAK!.r 
PUBLICATlONS 
TO BE USED WITH THIS MANUAL 
Christmas Trees as a Farm Crop, Southern Illinois University, 
Department of Forestry, Carbondale (free). 
Forest Tree Planting Manual for Illinois, Department of Conser­
vation, Division of Forestry, Springfield (free). 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
From University of Illinois College of Agriculture: 
let's Know Our Trees and Woods, Circular 825 (free). 
Planning Your Farmstead, Circular 732 (free). 
Trees, Shrubs, and Woody Vines for the Home Grounds, 
Circular 715 (small handling charge). 
From U. S. Department of Agriculture: 
Chemical Control of Brush and Trees, Farmers' Bulletin No. 
2158 (free). 
From Other Sources: 
Christmas Trees for Pleasure and Profit, Rutgers University 
Press, New Brunswick, New Jersey (write to publisher 
for price). 
Growing Black Walnut for Profit, American Walnut Manu­
facturers' Association, 666 N. lakeshore Drive, Chi­
cago 11 (free). 
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